
GLOBAL CALCULATIONS USING POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS AND EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN MODELS FORVIBRATION-ROTATION SPECTROSCOPY AND DYNAMICS OF SMALL POLYATOMIC MOLECULESVLADIMIR TUYTEREV,Groupe de SpetrométrieMoléulaire et Atmosphérique, U.M.R. CNRS 6089, Uni-versité de REIMS, Moulin de la Housse, B.P. 1039, 51687 REIMS edex 2, FRANCE.It has beome inreasingly ommon to use aurate potential energy surfaes and dipole moment surfaes for preditions and assignmentof high-resolution vibration-rotation moleular spetra. These surfaes are obtained either from high-level ab initio eletroni struturealulations or from a diret �t to experimental spetrosopi data. The talk will ontinue a disussion of some reent advanes inthe domain of the �potentiology�. The role of basis extrapolations, of the Born-Oppenheimer breakdown orretions , in partiular forvery highly exited vibration states will be onsidered. As effetive polyad Hamiltonians and band transition moment operators are stillwidely used for data redutions in high-resolutions moleular spetrosopy, experimental spetra analyses invoke a need for auratemethods of building physially meaningful effetive models from ab initio surfaes. This involves preditions for various spetrosopionstants, inluding vibration dependene of rotational and entrifugal distortion and resonane oupling parameters. Topis planned fordisussion inlude: high-order Contat Transformations of rovibrational Hamiltonians and of the dipole moment for small polyatomimoleules; onvergene issues; the role of the anharmoniity in a potential energy funtion and of resonane ouplings on the normalmode mixing and on vib-rot assignments with appliation to high energy vibration levels of SO2 and to ozone near the dissoiationlimit; intensity anomalies inH2S /HDS /D2S spetra, relation of the shape of ab initio dipole moment surfaes with a �mystery� ofnearly vanishing symmetry allowed bands. A full aount for symmetry properties requires ef�ient theoretial tools for transformationsof moleular Hamiltonians suh as irreduible tensor formalism, appliations using phosphine and methane potentials will be disussed.Both potential funtions and effetive polyad Hamiltonians allow studying hanges in quasi-lassial vibration periodi orbits and inof the nodal struture of wavefuntions with mass variations. An investigation of the onsequenes of symmetry breaking by isotopisubstitution, in the lassial and quantum dynamis is partiularly instrutive. This helps understanding the �ngerprints of bifurationseffets in the quantum states of isotopologues and their assignment. The work of our researh team with ollaborators in these areas willbe desribed.


